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SWP: What brings you the greatest joy in life?
Being “joy” to other people; bringing joy and love into the lives of others creates joy
in my life; to look upon others and know you have made a difference to them in
whatever small way. To see the light of new knowledge in their eyes or the light of
love and inspiration brings me joy.
SWP: What inspires you to write and why?
I have to say my professors in university inspired me simply by commenting on how beautifully written
some of my papers were. Following this I began to journal about dreams and thoughts, meditative
experiences and often while travelling. I found the words flowed and from this, creating meditations and
content for my angel classes came about. So many of my spiritual students have stated how powerful my
written work has been and how it has impacted their ascension in a very positive way.
SWP: Who or what influenced your writing once you began?
I often received beautiful downloads of information to write, oftentimes following meditation or that time
just before waking in the morning. Actually, my entire children’s book “Auntie, How do you talk to God”
was written in just this manner. The writing just comes from spirit I believe. Angels.
SWP: Is there a message in your chapter that you want readers to grasp?
Yes, how life is a journey; it begins the day we are born. All who cross our path are meant to help us or we
are meant to help them in this journey. Along the way some very special people are given us to lead us to
fulfillment and delivering on our life’s purpose contract; thus we attain a joyful life. Then we are ready to
share that life with that special someone.
SWP: What are your current writing projects now?
I am currently working on a manuscript for a book.
SWP: What dreams have been realized as a result of your writing?
Well, first of all I never dreamt I would ever be an author! A very wise one told me once “You have
written this book but you will never know in whose hands it will land and for what purpose; neither will
you know how much it has meant to them or changed their life in the process.
SWP: Where can we purchase the book?
Contact me at www.angelliteandlove.com

